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ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS

COME NOW, the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”), by their attorneys,

Lueders, Robertson & Konzen, LLC and pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code Part 200.830, and Section

10-111 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act” or “PUA”), (220 ILCS 5/10-111), offer the following Brief

on Exceptions to the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) Proposed Order (“PO” or “Proposed

Order”) dated March 18, 2011.

INTRODUCTION

IIEC observes Section 412.100(a) and (b) of Subpart B of Part 412 of the Proposed Rules,

as set out in Appendix A of the Proposed Order appears to be based on Staff’s proposed language

and provides:

Section 412.100

(a) - The provisions of this Subpart shall only apply to RESs serving
or seeking to serve residential or small retail commercial customers,
and only to the extent that the RESs provide services to residential
and small retail commercial customers.  In addition, Section
412.170(d) shall apply to electric utilities.

(b) - The following exceptions apply: Section 412.170(a), (b) and (c)
and Section 412.180 shall apply to RESs serving or seeking to serve
any retail customer, other than RESs certified (i) under subpart E of
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83 Ill. Adm. Code 451, or (ii) under subpart B or C of 83 Ill. Adm.
Code Part 451, to serve only their own load, and/or the load of a
corporate affiliate and/or the load of an entity located on the site of
a manufacturing or refining facility of the RES or its affiliate , which
is fully integrated into the existing electrical distribution system of
the refining or manufacturing facility.

The language of the Rules makes clear that, with the exception of Section 412.170(a), (b)

and (c) and Section 412.180, Subpart B of Part 412 applies only to RESs serving or seeking to serve

residential and small commercial customers.  The Proposed Rule also makes clear that even Section

412.170(a), (b) and (c) and 412.180 do not apply to Self-ARES as discussed below.  

However, IIEC respectfully seeks clarification of the language in the PO which appears to

conflict with the draft rule and would like to present clarifying supporting language for the PO. (PO

at 11-12).

III. Section 100

Section 412.100 Application of Subpart B

1. Application to Self ARES

IIEC Companies in this proceeding are large industrial and manufacturing customers

consuming large amounts of electricity.  They or their affiliates, are certified as Alternative Retail

Electric Suppliers (“ARES”) to serve their own load or the load of a corporate affiliate and/or the

load of an entity located on their (or on their affiliates) manufacturing or refining facility and

integrated into the electric distribution system of that manufacturing or refining facility under

Subparts B, C, or E of the Commission’s rules on certification of ARES. (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.10

et seq.).  Such ARES are referred to as “Self ARES” in this Brief. 
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A Subpart E ARES (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.400 et seq) is essentially a retail customer that

seeks certification to provide electric power and energy to itself or to subsidiaries or other corporate

affiliates that are at separate locations.  Such an ARES is not certified to serve other retail customers

of any kind.  (Id.).  

A Subpart B ARES, (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.100) is certified to serve only those customers

with electrical demands of 3 MW or more (large industrial customers). (Id.).  A Subpart C ARES,

(83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.200)  is certified to serve only customers with annual electric usage of

15,000 kWh or more (large commercial customers).  (Id.).

However, some large industrial customers or their affiliates, including some IIEC

Companies,  have been certified under Subpart B and C (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.100, 451.200) to

serve only their own load or the load of corporate affiliates and in some instances, the load of entities

located on a manufacturing or a refining facility owned by the applicant for ARES certification or

its corporate affiliate and electrically integrated into the electrical distribution system of that facility.

(See BOC Energy Services, Inc., ICC Dkt. 06-0584, Order, Sept. 26, 2008 at 1 and 6;

ConocoPhillips Company, ICC Dkt. 06-0408, Order, June 28, 2006 at 1 and 6).

These Self ARES do not market or sell electricity to electric retail customers generally.

None of these Self ARES serve residential, small commercial or other retail customers because they

are not certified to do so by Commission Rule (Subpart E ARES) or by Commission Order (Subpart

B & C ARES).   Therefore, none of the protections of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 412.100 Subpart B,

Uniform Disclosure Statement; Door-to-Door Solicitation; Telemarketing; Inbound Enrollment

Calls; Direct Mail; Online Marketing; Training of RES Agents;  Record Retention and Availability;
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and Affiliate Name and Logo Use, would protect a customer served by an ARES who is certified

to serve only its own electric load or the load of a corporate affiliate, etc., because they do not

participate in or conduct door-to-door solicitation, telemarketing or other activities that are the

subject of the Rule.

While the Draft Rule properly provides that Subpart B of part 412.100 shall not apply to

these Self ARES the language of the PO does not appear to correspond to the language of the rule,

the PO provides:

[t]he Commission rejects language that would afford one type of
customer fewer consumer protections than another.  Although larger
commercial and industrial consumers may be more sophisticated, the
Commission finds all RES customers should be protected under the
Rule.  We find this Section should be drafted to incorporate consumer
protections that serve all RES customers, while recognizing that the
small commercial customer will benefit the most from this provision
as drafted.  

IIEC would like the Commission to recognize these Self ARES  are actually retail electric suppliers

and retail customers and are not “customers” as contemplated by the Rule and in fact do not need

the protections of the Rule.  Self ARES do not require protection from themselves.  Therefore

subpart B, C and E ARES certified to serve themselves or an affiliate, etc., should be exempt from

the application of the Rule.   

IIEC and the Commission Staff have agreed on the language of Section 412.100 as set out

in the Proposed Rule.  (Appendix A - Proposed Order March 15, 2011, Sec. 412-100(b)).  IIEC

respectfully requests the Proposed Order be modified to explain that IIEC and Staff have agreed to
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the language in Section 412.100(b) of the Proposed Rule and to explain why the Commission has

adopted that language.

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

The Proposed Order’s Section 412.100 Application of Subpart B and Analysis &

Conclusions 

at pages 11 and 12 should be revised as shown below:

Section 412.100 Application of Subpart B

Subpart B of Part 412 provides rules and regulations for Retail Electric Suppliers
concerning marketing practices to customers.  Specifically Subpart B deals with the
provision of a Uniform Disclosure Statement (412.110) and rules regarding Door-to-
Door Solicitation (412.120), Telemarketing (412.130), Inbound Enrollment Calls
(412.140), Direct Mail (412.150), Online Marketing (412.160), Training of RES
Agents (412.170), Records Retention and Availability (412.180), and Affiliate Name
and Logo Use (412.190).  The Commission Staff has recommended that with the
exception of Section 412.170(a), (b) and (c) and Section 180, subpart B of Part 412
should apply only to RESs serving or seeking to serve residential and small
commercial customers.

Staff, ICEA, IIEC and Bluestar argued the RES should differentiate its marketing
practices to the consumer based upon usage levels.  Staff also introduced language
modifying section 412.100 to apply Section 412.170(d) to the utilities.  ICEA IIEC
originally proposed modifying Section 412.100(b) to provide exceptions to the
applicability of Section 412.180 for RESs that are certified under subparts B, or C
or E of the 83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.  

ICEA argued that applying these Section 170(a), (b) and (c) of Subpart B
requirements to RESs who serve larger customers runs contrary to the established
framework of differentiating requirements based on customer usage levels in Illinois.
BlueStar argued further that more sophisticated consumers do not necessarily require
the same level of consumer protection.  

Staff and IIEC rejected ICEAS’s argument, in part.  Staff argued Sections
412.170(a), (b) and (c) should apply to RESs and stated Section 412.170 includes
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basic requirements that any RES marketing electric service to retail customers should
meet, regardless of the type of customer being targeted.  

IIEC argued that IIEC companies in this proceeding, or their affiliates, are certified
as Alternative Retail Electric Suppliers (“ARES”) under subparts B, C or E of the
Commission’s rules on certification of ARES. (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.10 et seq.).
IIEC points out that subpart B, C and E ARES are certified to serve their own load
or the load of a corporate affiliate and as such do not actually serve a customer as
contemplated by the proposed rule.  Therefore, IIEC argues that Companies that are
certified as ARES under subparts B, C or E of the Commission’s rules on
certification of ARES to serve their own load or the load of a corporate affiliate
should be exempt from the application of Section 412.170(a), (b) and (c) and
412.180 of Subpart B of Paragraph 412.  The Staff agrees with IIEC. since RESs
provide internal services to is plant or refinery sites which are integrated into their
electrical systems, the RES does not require the same form of protection
contemplated in this rule.  Therefore, IIEC argued the RESs should be exempt from
application of Subpart B and that no party will be harmed this exemption. 

Analysis & Conclusions

The Commission rejects language that would generally exempt RESs serving large
industrial and commercial customers from the provision of 412.170(a), (b) ad (c) for
the reasons identified by the Staff. that would afford one type of customer fewer
consumer protections than another.  Although larger commercial and industrial
consumers may be more sophisticated, the Commission finds all RES customers
should be protected under the Rule.  We The Commission finds this Section should
be drafted to incorporate consumer protections that serve make the provisions of
412.170(a), (b) and (c) of Subpart B applicable to all RES customers except as
provided below. while recognizing that the small commercial customer will benefit
the most from this provision as drafted.  The Commission also recognizes the unique
position of companies certified as ARES under (i) subpart E of the Commission’s
rules (83 Ill. Adm. Code 451.451) to serve their own load or the load of a corporate
affiliate and (ii) those certified under Subparts B or C of the Commission Rule (83
Ill. Adm. Code 451.100 and 400.200) to serve their own load and/or the load of a
corporate affiliate and/or the load of an entity located on the site of a manufacturing
or refining facility of the Subpart B or C ARES, that is fully integrated into the
existing electrical distribution system of the subject refining or manufacturing
facility.  SuchARES do not serve retail customers generally.  They essentially serve
themselves and they do not require the protections that other retail customers may
require. Furthermore, they do not market or sell electricity to retail customers
generally.  Therefore, rules regulating the marketing and sale of electricity to retail
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customers generally should not apply to them.  The Commission recognizes the
protections contemplated under the Section 412.100 Application of Subpart B are not
necessary for companies certified to serve their own load or the load of an affiliate
or the load of entities electrically integrated into the distribution facilities for their
manufacturing or refining facilities and find that Section 412.170(a), (b) and (c) and
412.180 of the Proposed Rule should not be applicable to them pursuant to
412.100(b).

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated herein, IIEC recommends that its position be adopted

by the Commission.

DATED this 12th day of April, 2011.

Respectfully submitted,

ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS

BY:___________________________________________  
Ryan Robertson
Eric Robertson
Lueders, Robertson & Konzen LLC
P. O. Box 735
Granite City, IL   62040
6l8-876-8500
erobertson@lrklaw.com
ryrobertson@lrklaw.com
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